
WRITING A GOOD ENGLISH ESSAY INTRODUCTION

Fix your essay writer's block with this example of an essay introduction. to the conclusion that pumpkins and rats are
indeed "nature's best friends" (). 

The principle purpose of the introduction is to present your position this is also known as the "thesis" or
"argument" on the issue at hand but effective introductory paragraphs are so much more than that. Whenever
we learn a new skill - be it riding a bike, driving a car, or cooking a cake - we learn from our mistakes. Scribbr
editors not only correct grammar and spelling mistakes, but also strengthen your writing by making sure your
paper is free of vague language, redundant words and awkward phrasing. Restating the question can
sometimes be an effective strategy, but it can be easy to stop at JUST restating the question instead of offering
a more specific, interesting introduction to your paper. Signposting, topic sentences, and the thematic
framework The thematic framework is a crucial piece of signposting in an essay. If you have ever used Google
Maps or similar programs, that experience can provide a helpful way of thinking about how broad your
opening should be. Remember, a good thesis must be clear and concise. This introduction begins by giving the
dictionary definition of one or more of the words in the assigned question. What we want to do in step 2, is
introduce the key ideas that will: Support the thesis step 1 Introduce the body paragraphs Step 4. You never
get a second chance to make a first impression. Start off on the right foot with your readers by making sure
that the first sentence actually says something useful and that it does so in an interesting and polished way.
Following the thesis, you should provide a mini-outline which previews the examples you will use to support
your thesis in the rest of the essay. Dictionary introductions are also ineffective simply because they are so
overused. This introduction is what you had to do for your elementary school book reports. DO â€” Tie Things
Together The first sentence â€” the topic sentence - of your body paragraphs needs to have a lot individual
pieces to be truly effective. See our handout on understanding assignments for additional information on the
hidden clues in assignments. In this article, our experts will teach you the best essay Introduction tips possible
and provide you with some helpful samples. And now for the conclusionâ€¦ Writing an effective introduction
can be tough. This part of the introduction paragraph is important to set the limits of your essay and let the
reader know exactly which aspect of the topic you will address. To further illustrate this, consider the second
body paragraph of our example essay: In a similar way, we are all like Edison in our own way. Band 6 essays
score highly because they have excellent structure. People who read this also read. The majority of the time,
your thesis, or main argument, should occur somewhere towards the end of your introduction. To see our
introduction in context, take a look at the full essay example. This site created by Kathy Livingston. Are you
writing an essay about Moby Dick? If your readers pick up your paper about education in the autobiography of
Frederick Douglass, for example, they need a transition to help them leave behind the world of Chapel Hill,
television, e-mail, and The Daily Tar Heel and to help them temporarily enter the world of nineteenth-century
American slavery. Example: Since the dawn of man, slavery has been a problem in human history.


